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Dialect Survey – Kombio Language 
 

1.0  General Information 
 
1.1  Location and Geographical Features 
 
 The Kombio language is spoken by approximately 2500 people living in the 
Dreikikir Sub-District of the East Sepik Province, with its western boundary 
marking the border dividing East Sepik from Sandaun, in an area approximately 8 
miles by 4 miles.  There are 34 villages, some of which have nearby hamlets with 
other names; the villages vary in population  from approximately 35 to 150; the 
central area is somewhat more densely populated and the northern area is markedly 
less densely populated.  There is one centrally-located station, Yassip, where the 
Catholic church and mission house, an aid post, the school and teacher housing are 
located.  The government center, Dreikikir, is actually located outside of the 
language group.  There are several other small language groups included in the 
Kombio government district, and one Kombio village (Yassum) is considered part of 
the Wom government district.   
 

Kombio villages are spread over the foothills of the Torricelli Mountains 
ranging in elevation from about 200–1000 meters in height, with most villages built 
on ridges.  Water supply is a problem in this area; there are some small streams at 
the base of some of the peaks in the area, but many villages’  water supply relies on 
digging holes in the bush and waiting for water to seep in from the high water table.  
The climate is somewhat cooler and wetter than surrounding areas, with 
temperatures averaging in the 80’s (Fahrenheit) dropping to mid-70’s at night. 
 
 The Sepik Highway connects with the southernmost end of the language 
group and there is a secondary road off the highway running north through the 
center of the Kombio area.  However increasingly infrequent road repairs combined 
with heavy rains have made the roads (both the Sepik Highway and the Kombio 
road) not a reliable year-round means of transportation.  There are no Kombio-based 
PMVs  and only 1 or 2 private vehicles in the area.  There is no airstrip in the area; 
the nearest is Yakrumbok (in the Urim area) but this is sometimes inaccessible, so 
we generally use the airstrip at Brugam which is approximately 1-1/4 hour’s drive 
from the southern edge of Kombio.  SIL (myself and various co—workers) now 
generally uses the helicopter to move in and out of the area.  The nearest readily 
accessible town is Maprik (2 hours on the road); Wewak is approximately 5 hours’ 
drive.  The nearest town distance-wise is Aitape, and Kombios feel some sense of 
identification with this area, but the only access is by foot over high mountains – for 
local people at least 6-7 hours’ walk one way and often longer. 
 
 Following is an alphabetical list of all Kombio villages.  There are other 
hamlets or “camps” which will not be listed, nor will I include the names for pieces 
of ground on which no one lives.  It seems to be characteristic of the area that many 
places have one or more alternate names; these are included in parentheses, but the 
preferred one is listed first.  There are also sometimes alternate spellings that have 
been used by various government or outside agencies; these also are noted in 
parentheses.  I am located in Miringi Village which is geographically central, has 
road access, has strong representation of both major denominations in the area, and 
was assumed to be linguistically central as well.  As it turns out, the dialect 
situation is vastly more complicated that originally believed; but, for many reasons, I 
believe it is still appropriate to remain in Miringi.  Kombio villages include: 
 Ben (Yangei)  (1 hamlet: Yasimborek) 
 Kumbum (Yapmuin) 
 Makupmanip (Makumanip) 
 Miringi (Meringi, Meringe)  (2 hamlets: Yako and Yesawonk) 
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 Muyem  
 Nialu (Kok, Kuambo, Yanyumbu) 
 Niumuatil (Nyamatil, Niumatil] 
 Pmuaisamp (Moisam) 
 Puapniaip (Pabnyeb, Pabneip, Pabnyeip, Yasuknu) 
 Sakapm [Sakarp] 
 Samark (Yamark) 
 Sambu 
 Sangaien (Yetnieiyem) 
 Sapmirek 
 Sawiyap (Souiap, Soaief) 
 Sawurk (Wum) (1 hamlet:___) 
 Serpmel (Cherpmel); school & former SSEC mission at Kungar 
 Sumbuk (now at new location: Yatnimpulp) 
 Tong (Yakilo) 
 Waim 
 Wuntokwin [Undokuin] 
 Yaitniam (Saitniam, Yetnyam) 
 Yakangom (an offshoot from Tong) [Yakumbum] 
 Yakio 
 Yakulmp (Yakulm) 
 Yalengel (Yalangel, Yatangel) 
 Yanyerekel 
 Yaselol 
 Yasile 
 Yasimboriek [Yasumbonet] 
 Yasum (Yasuhum)  (this village is in the Wom government district) 
 Yaureng (Yaurang, Yawareng) 
 Yetnimbiem 
 Yetnimbum 
Two villages which appear on some maps, Kasim and Pening (Koning) no longer exist 
because all residents have died off.  Another village, Pembelo, which was actually 
part of another very small language, is now becoming a Kombio village as the 
younger generation is choosing to speak Kombio (and Tok Pisin) rather than their 
fathers’ language.  A list of Kombio villages and their populations, per the 1990 
census, is included in Appendix 6.1. 
 
1.2  Linguistic Classification and Bordering Languages 
 
 Per Laycock (1975), the Kombio language is the largest language of the 
Kombio Family of the Kombio Stock of the Torricelli Phylum.  It is a Papuan 
language, but Torricelli Phylum languages share more common features with 
Austronesian than with Papuan.  The people refer to themselves and their language 
as Akwun (or Aknun, Aknwun) but readily recognize and use the government 
designation of Kombio.  The Ethnologue lists Endangen as an alternate name, but 
no one in the area has ever heard of that designation.  It is centrally located to the 
other five members of the Kombio Family: Wom, Yambes, Eitiep, Lou and Aruek.  
The latter three language names are not known to those in the area, but appear only 
in Laycock’s linguistic classifications.  Lou seems to be known locally as Kotokon 
and Aruek may be the language known locally as Pokoriep or Kliek;  each of these 
local names is preceded by the word “Sank”, the Kombio word for “talk”.  Eitiep may 
be the apparently dying language of Pembelo and 3 or 4 other small villages; or it 
may be another location altogether, i.e. on the other side of the mountains toward 
Aitape in Sandaun Province. 
 
 Kombio is bordered by 5 other language groups in the Torricelli Phylum.  To 
the west is Lou (Kombio Stock and Family); to the north, Aruek (Kombio Stock and 
Family); to the east, Wom (Kombio Stock and Family); to the southeast, Yambes 
(Kombio Stock and Family); to the south, Urat (Wapei-Palei Stock, Urat Family); to 
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the southwest, Urim (Urim Stock and Family).  There is an SIL team working in 
Urim; SIL formerly worked in Urat and the work is now being carred on by BTA.  In 
the Torricelli Phylum, there are completed New Testaments in Au (Wapei-Palei 
Stock), Olo (   ),  Southern and Mountain Arapesh – Bukiyip, Mufian, and Filifita 
(Kombio Stock, Arapesh Family).  Kombio bears some phonological resemblance to 
Urim, and possibly some grammatical parallels as well, particularly the southern 
(Yanimoi) dialect of Kombio. 
 
 A map is enclosed as an appendix (6.4) showing locations of all Kombio 
villages and the immediately surrounding areas. 
 
1.3  Social Characteristics 
 
 The Kombio people identify themselves primarily with their village, as 
opposed to a clan or alliance or prestige dialect or area.  Historically there was 
continual inter-village fighting to increase their own territory and no cross-village 
alliances.  One would never associate in any way with someone from another village, 
and the people lived in a great deal of fear due to the endless cycle of fighting and 
reprisals.  The men’s cult and spirit house, “tambaran”,  was central to the society 
and very powerful up until very recent times, although it is now quite marginalized.  
There were elaborate initiation ceremonies, set exchange partners,  and many 
rituals.   
 

People also gain a significant amount of their identity through their clan 
totem.  Most villages had members of two to five totems in them, and marriages were 
traditionally arranged across the totems.  Today these traditional arrangements are 
no longer so strongly binding, and young people generally marry whoever they wish. 
Women tend to live in their husband’s village, but that is not a hard and fast rule.  
Nowadays, most villages have at least 1 or 2 non-Kombio women who have married 
in.  These women from outside don’t often learn the Kombio language, but get along 
with Tok Pisin.  However women from other Kombio dialects often adjust and use 
the local dialect of the village they marry into.   

 
They tend to live in nuclear families, each in their own home, and there is a 

good deal more individualism than in many PNG societies.  For instance, people 
build their own houses and work their own gardens, not enlisting the help of others 
in the village unless the work load is overwhelming and even then “paying” them 
with a big meal.  Village meetings are often conducted with each sitting in his own 
doorstep and yelling back and forth.  Family members are rarely if ever coerced to do 
anything against their will.   

 
There is a significant level of cultural disintegration, due to the decline of the 

tambaran culture and the lack of anything that fully replaces it.  There is superficial 
adherence to the new western structure of  councillors and magistrates as well as 
church and school leadership structures, but these leaders very often experience 
frustration at the lack of “followership” and their inability to elicit cooperation and 
responsibility from the people.  There appears to be little or no loyalty to institutions 
(i.e. church, school, aid post) which benefit the entire group. 

 
One result of this individualism and village-level loyalty is that there is a 

great amount of dialect variation and no such thing as a prestige dialect.  Every 
person and village is convinced that their version of the talk is the best, the clearest, 
the easiest, and all the other people mess it up. 

 
Education is not highly valued in the area.  Many choose not to go to school 

and parents do not insist that their children attend regularly, even if they have paid 
school fees for them.  They seem to perceive the primary advantage to school as 
getting a paid job, and having realized that this is not a practical result for the 
majority, they have lost the motivation to pursue much schooling.  Those who do go 
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to school rarely go beyond Grade 6, and the few gifted ones who do go on generally 
leave by Grade 8 because of lack of funds although there are a few working on their 
education by extension with CODE.  There are two schools, the larger and original 
school centrally located at Yassip and another up north at Kungar (near Serpmel). 
There has never been more than one Kombio teacher at any given time at the Yassip 
school.  The current situation is especially bad as two years ago the school was 
given a bad report by the teachers (because of robberies) and since then no teachers 
have come; the one local teacher is maintaining some classroom work for a couple of 
grades, but even that is sporadic and incomplete.  Literacy rate has been estimated 
at approximately 30%, but not all of those would be in any sense fluent. 

 
Additionally, it is a cash-poor area with few businesses.  Many have coffee 

and if the prices are good, that is a major source of cash for a few months of the 
year.   A few have cacao, and recently many have begun to grow vanilla.  Tradestores 
are few and far between and often short of stock, although there are a few scattered 
exceptions to that.  There are comparatively few Kombios who are working in towns 
or outside the area (I personally know of less than 10) and there are no “Kombio 
enclaves” in any town.  It is not unusual for those who have worked in towns to 
choose to return and live in the village. 
 
1.4  Churches and Missions 
 
 The Catholics were the original mission in the area and still are in the 
majority, having begun work there in 1932.  They have one large central church at 
Yassip, along with housing for a priest, a catechist, and one other parish building.  
For most of the past two decades, the priests in residence have been Papua New 
Guineans though not Kombios.  All have been supportive of the work of Bible 
translation and have been happy to have scripture read in Kombio during the mass.  
In fact, it is the Catholic Church who have spearheaded nearly all the work in the 
language program; all SIL co-translators at this time are Catholics and three-
quarters of the local committee as well.  The committee serves in an advisory 
capacity overseeing the program as a whole, checks over translated scripture, sells 
books, and provides a channel of communication  and information between myself 
and the villages. 
 
 There is an evangelical denomination, South Seas Evangelical Church 
(SSEC), which began work in the late 60’s in the far west village grouping of Waim, 
Yanyerkel and Sawiyap.  It was run by nationals until the 80’s when, for 5 years, 
there was a German missionary up north in Kungar.  Since he left, all leadership is 
again in the hands of local men and reliant strictly on lay leadership.  They have 
expanded widely in the past few years and now have local churches in 13-14 
villages.  There is some verbal acknowledgement of interest in vernacular scriptures 
but little regular help from them; the chairman of the local committee is an SSEC 
man and has shown a high level of committment to the work, however. 
 
 There is one village (Makupmanip) which has had an SDA church for many 
years, which has nearly always had local leadership;  I have had only occasional 
contact with them, but there is good relationship.  Their area is not one of the 
dialects being currently translated, and they are the only church that uses English 
as a significant part of their worship.  There is a new small AOG church down in 
Yaureng as well, one of whose members is a part of the local committee. 
 
 Although there is some tension between the Catholic and SSEC church 
members, the leadership level of all these churches has been quite willing to 
cooperate and work together interdenominationally to promote work in the 
vernacular so far and we have not experienced any infighting within the committee.  
All the churches use Tok Pisin the great majority of the time and seem generally 
content with that; people insist that they all understand Tok Pisin perfectly well.  
The SSECs have a few songs in Kombio which are used infrequently and 
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occasionally a testimony will be given in vernacular.  The Catholics stick to Tok Pisin 
out of respect for the teachers who generally don’t speak the language, even though 
the parish members are uniformly Kombio. 
 
1.5  Language Use and Attitudes 
 
 The Kombio area is strongly bilingual in Tok Pisin; this cuts across all sub-
groups of the population: men and women; old and young; educated and non-
school-attenders.  Women in general use less Tok Pisin than men and have 
somewhat less vocabulary, but are still able to speak fluently and understand well.  
Children are increasingly using more and more Tok Pisin, although it has not yet 
increased to the extent of blocking out vernacular altogether.  Perhaps the primary 
reason is that parents now have begun to habitually use Tok Pisin when speaking to 
their young children, and so they tend to learn it very early.  Many notice and have 
commented that the children do not speak and understand Kombio as well as they 
“should”, but they do not seem to understand the connection between that and their 
(the parents’) language use habits, and so the verbalized concern does not result in 
any corrective action.  Despite this tendency, one still hears a great deal of Kombio 
language in use in the area.  The primary contexts in which Tok Pisin is the major 
language used are church, courts, and government (council meetings, campaign 
speeches, etc.).  Tok Pisin is used in the schools when the teachers feel the students 
need help in handling the English, which is the primary language of instruction.  
The headmaster of two years ago strongly felt that prep schools should be in Tok 
Pisin, not Kombio, in order to help prepare the students with something that the 
non-Kombio teachers could also foster with them. 
 

There is also a tendency among many to make use of code switching and 
code mixing, moving back and forth between Kombio and Tok Pisin without any 
apparent conscious awareness.  Some Tok Pisin words are moving toward adoption 
into Kombio, such as save (which becomes sawe), na, and the numbers.   
 

However, language viability is strengthened by the way Kombio speakers 
prefer to make a new Kombio word for a modern item rather than to simply adopt 
the English or Tok Pisin.  For example, we have a vernacular word for car “waike”, 
whose literal meaning is “land crab”.  A mirror is known as “mpep muati ”  (literally 
“water image”) from the traditional practice of examining one’s reflection in some 
water in a half coconut shell.  Thus, my co-translators developed a new term when 
we needed to translate “boat” and said if people didn’t understand the word they’d 
just have to explain it to them at first or include a picture; so now the word for boat 
in Kombio is “wutumpepel ”, literally water-garamut (drum) because of the similar 
shape of boats and their drums.  There is sufficient language pride and identity that 
the committee and co-translators have strongly resisted using borrowed words, 
although for convenience in switching from vernacular to Tok Pisin they prefer we 
keep the same spellings for names and places (even if those letters are not in 
Kombio orthography).  We are also using borrowed terminology or figures for 
numbers 10 and over, and that has not met with any resistance. 

 
Despite the proliferation of dialects and individual variations, the people all 

firmly insist that they are the same language and the adults have no significant 
difficulty carrying on general conversation and understanding one another across 
dialects.  They say that the children would find it considerably harder, however; and 
when the subject matter is complex or there is minute attention to detail and word 
meaning, as in the translation process, the differences between the dialects become 
magnified and much more of a stumbling block.  Of the various Kombio dialects, the 
northern ones (known as Mwi) are the most different and cause the greatest 
comprehension difficulties. 

 
Up until this year, there has been minimal interest in the community in 

having books in their language.  However in July-September of 1999 there was a 
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marked change, as we sold nearly 60 Shell books and had a number of people very 
interested in both practicing their oral reading and in putting together books of their 
own to be published.  Readers, at this point, are those who have learned to read 
English or Tok Pisin elsewhere and have been assisted to transfer into reading 
Kombio.  No formal literacy program has been established, although there was a 
prep school attempted back in 1988, which faltered on somewhat ineffectively for a 
few years before folding; since that time, a few of those teacher trainees have chosen 
to conduct a prep school in Tok Pisin but even those are mostly now non-existent. 

 
1.6  Language Work Already Done 

 
We were advised by the local government councillor early in the program that 

work should be done in the two most major Kombio dialects,  Yanimoi and 
Wampukuamp.  Therefore initial literacy work and all scripture translation to date 
has been done in both, with supplementary Shell books and other literature in any 
or all of the other dialects or variations depending only on willingness and interest 
on the part of speakers of those dialects to do the work. 

 
Research papers currently on file are: 
 Organized Phonology Data, by Joan Henry (1990) 
 Grammar Essentials, by Joan Henry (1992) 
 Kombio Background Study, by Cathy Krekel (1993) 

A Sociolinguistic Survey of Kombio, by Nate and Judi Baker (1980--in  
    Workpapers in Papua New Guinea Languages, vol. 29, 1981) 

 
Books in Print (by dialect): 
 
Wordlist book, 1991 
Activity Workbook 1 & 2, 1992 
Malai Nti Loli Na Yetn Wurun (Malai and Loli Go To the Bush), 1991.   

(No longer available) 
Wamu i Kisim Nogut, 1991  (No longer available) 
Several other Big Books and misc. titles, 1991-92  (No longer available) 
Bible Study, Matthew 26-28, 1993.  (No longer in distribution) 
Sank Likekn Likekn (Popular Trilingual Dictionary), 1999 
Wupm Jonael (Book of Jonah – Yanimoi/Wampukuamp in sgl. vol.), 1999. 
 
Yanimoi Dialect: 

Sank Apulp Jona-el (Story of Jonah), 1992 (No longer in distribution) 
Jisas Awur Na Ampu Karpel (Matthew 26-28, Easter), 1993 
Rat i Karim Hevi Bilong Pik, 1993  (No longer available) 
Nimpua Ninkai Wurokn  (The Dog Tricks the Pig), 1999  
Nti Ninkilapm Ninkilapm Na Ser Jisas (Children Come to Jesus), 1999 
Nti Moule Kuasemp Wulapm Weink (Genesis 2-3, Fall of Man), 1999. 
Ko Ant Nkinkiekn Yupulp Wank 2000, Mi Rokn?  (Should We Be Afraid of the  

                Year 2000 or Not?, 1999. 
Sank Muati Apulp Moule Ka Yalip Wonk Olik Rukopmel (Parable of the Sower),  
     1999. 
Moule Likekn Ampu La Nak Naremp Jisas (One Man Thanks Jesus), 1999. 
Sank Muati Apulp Mouleel Ka Aserp Wankepm Mewelelel  (Good Samaritan), 

      1999. 
Lo Mpapaye  (The Papaya Tree – health book), 2000. 
Devit Antemp Goliat Napol (David Fights Goliath – 1 Sam 17), 2000. 

 
Wampukuamp Dialect: 
 Sank Apulp Jona-el (Story of Jonah), 1992 (No longer in distribution) 
 Jisas Awur Na Naimpil Karpel (Matthew 26-28, Easter), 1993 
 Why the Cuscus has Short Ears, 1993 (No longer available) 
 Sank Apulp Rut (Story of Ruth), 1997 
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 Ko An Nkinkiekn Yupulp Wank 2000, Mi Orokn? (Should We Be Afraid of the    
                 Year 2000, or Not?), 1999. 
 Devit Antemp Goliat Napol (David Fights Goliath – 1 Sam 17), 2000. 
 Mamintoump Wie (Two Brothers), 2000. 
 Kiko Nti Mpake (Kiko and Bake), 2000. 
 Kona Apm Aipmunu Mpunel (If I Were A Rooster), 2000. 
  
Dialects of Middle Villages (Tnimonel): 
 Why the Cuscus has Short Ears, 1993 (No longer available) 
 Wupm Lontumpua-el (Guitar Book, with songs), 1993.  Revised 1999 as  
               Wupm Apulp Antarko Na Yikei Lontumpuael. 
 Sank Apulp Sakius (Story of Zaccheus), 1996 

Sank Apulp Ntawu Irpmel (Sores), 1997 
 Sank Lomp Apulp Moule Wie Ka Nak Sank Sukuai Antemp Waiek Keipmel  
               (The Parable of Two Men Praying), 1997. 
 Jisas Ka Nuar Lo Ntimprenkel Ko Yikn Nikerpm Lael (Jesus is the Bridge),  
               1997. 
 Mipmakn Maimpilpm (Traditional Story), 1997. 
 Yapmunemp Antuel Manmaknel (Customs of the Ancestors), 1997. 
 Sank Apulp Aipm Alpiek (Story of a Bat), 1997 
 Moule Wuntoknel Yapmunemp Ankilel Karokn Atit Akuor  (A Money-Man (Rich  
                 Man) Whose Thinking Was Not Wise (Lit: Break-Tear)), 1997 
 Sank’umpor Antilel Yakioel (Our Yakio Village Legends), 2000. 
 Moule Likekn Ka Nto Nkaik Kuretel, Jisas Apul Kil Sepm (Jesus Heals the  
                 Paralytic), 1997. 
 
In addition to these, other books are in various stages of pre-publication planned for 
year 2000  including translations of  the Christmas story in Yanimoi and 
Wampukuamp, another traditional legend (in Mwi dialect – our first publication in 
that dialect), and another children’s story and a Bible story (both in Wampukuamp). 
Also the Gospel of Matthew in Yanimoi and Wampukuamp is scheduled for 
consultant check in 2000 and publication shortly thereafter. 
 

2.0  Survey Procedures 
 
2.1  Data Collection Procedures 
 
 The dialect survey was somewhat more extensive than the norm due to 
several concerns.  Firstly, it was clear that the dialect situation in the Kombio 
language is complex and it needed to be defined more exactly, including the nature 
of the so-called “middle” dialect.  Also, the SIL program has been structured from 
the beginning to encompass two dialects simultaneously, Yanimoi to the south and 
Wampukuamp in the west-central area, and it was necessary to evaluate/affirm the 
effectiveness of this strategy.  A third major concern was the high level of 
bilingualism with Tok Pisin; I was concerned to define the level of bilingualism more 
objectively if possible, and also to try to determine how comprehension of Tok Pisin 
actually compared to comprehension of the vernacular.  This issue has some long-
term significance in regards to program viability and whether or not a full New 
Testament will be needed in Kombio. 
 
 Therefore a two-pronged strategy was adopted.  First of all, standard SIL 
word lists were elicited in each of the seven “middle” village as well as in two to three 
villages from each known dialect area, for a total of 17 villages.  These were freshly 
elicited by myself in August, 1999.  However, to expand the range of comparison and 
avoid redoing previous work, six of the somewhat-different word lists (Yaureng, 
Muyem, Serpmel, Yakio, Miringi and Makupmanip) which were used in our initial 
survey in 1987 were also incorporated.  The first half of each of these were elicited 
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by myself but the last half of each were elicited by Cathy Krekel.  (Some of these 
earlier transcriptions I now know to be inaccurate, so some adjustment was made 
accordingly when doing the comparisons.)  The word lists used in 1999 were 
adjusted across the board, with some of the standard words eliminated because of 
expected difficulty in eliciting accurately and others were added to reflect known 
dialect differences.  Allowing for these changes and later eliminating other words 
which produced inconsistent responses or were in other ways difficult to compare, 
we ended up with a base of 180 words which were compared across the dialects.  
Appendix 6.3 lists a selection of those words as transcribed in each of those villages, 
chosen to provide examples of each of the types of variation noted. 
 
 The second half of the survey was designed to focus on comprehension, 
specifically comprehension of each of the two dialects we are translating scripture 
into as compared to comprehension of Tok Pisin scripture.  This was modelled on 
work done by Stephen Niyang (1993), who had similar concerns regarding  the 
comprehension of the heavily-used trade language (Hausa) versus vernaculars in his 
part of Nigeria.  Niyang writes, “Even in places where there is a single linguistic 
community, Hausa was still used as the language for preaching, but it was not the 
language for social activities ... we must produce Christian vernacular literature that 
is relevant and meets the felt needs of the Christians in the multi-ethnic and 
multilingual environment.” (1993:72,93)  He recommends that comprehension for 
bilingual intelligibility should not be lower than 70%, if church members are to 
make exclusive use of the trade language for worship and Bible study. (Ibid., pg. 95). 
 
 The Kombio comprehension test was structured as closely parallel to 
Niyang’s recommended format as possible.  Four scripture passages were chosen, 
designed to be somewhat unfamiliar to the majority of those tested:  Acts 11:4-17. 
Colossians 1:15-23, Matthew 21:33-43, and Matthew 22:1-14.  Ten simple 
comprehension questions were developed in consultation with my co-translators for 
each of these passages.  Then the co-translators recorded the material, along with 
instructions, one passage on each of four cassette tapes.  The passage was read 
through in full first, then instructions were given on the tape stating that it would 
now be re-read and there would be questions to answer.  Then a small portion of the 
passage (i.e. 1-2 verses) was read, followed by a question and a pause, then the next 
portion and another question, and so on to the end.  A copy of the questions used is 
included in Appendix 6.2.  The Acts passage was chosen as a narrative passage in 
Tok Pisin.  The Colossians passage as epistle material, again in Tok Pisin.  The 
Matthew passages were narrative material in the vernacular with Matthew 21 given 
in the Yanimoi dialect of Kombio, and Matthew 22 given in the Wampukuamp 
dialect of Kombio. A practice tape was also prepared, in which another local man 
used the same format to record a short personal experience along with some simple 
questions about it; he used his own dialect, which was that of Miringi, one of the 
middle villages.  
 

Those being tested were allowed to listen and work through the practice tape 
as many times as necessary until they felt comfortable with the procedure; but once 
they began the official scripture-based test, no repetitions were allowed.  However, if 
more than one person in a given location was going to take this test, they were 
allowed to hear the previous person go through it; at first we intended to prevent 
this, but the logistics to do so were very difficult and it was found that it made no 
significant difference in the score.  This test was administered to two people at each 
of the villages visited, for a total of 30.  It was originally intended to be given to a 
range of ages, sexes, education levels, etc., but it was quickly found that the 
question-answer procedure was extremely difficult for those who did not have a 
significant amount of schooling and thus the results were being skewed; we were 
testing not language comprehension but ability to take tests or follow instructions.  
Because of that, we from that point on limited the test to males with some schooling 
(preferably Grade 6), so that one factor was consistent and the variant would 
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hopefully be language comprehension.  It is understood that this is not a large 
enough sample to be statistically significant, but is intended only to be an indicator. 

 
This test was primarily administered by Marisa McHenry, although 3 people 

were also tested by Christian Freed (a Discovery student) and 3 by myself.  Because 
Marisa and Christian were not Kombio speakers, they tape-recorded the answers 
given to the Kombio passages and I later listened to them and scored them. 
 
2.2  Data Analysis Procedures 
 
2.2.1  Analysis of  Word Lists  
 
 The word lists were all exhaustively compared to each other, using general 
parameters of number of entries which were different from each other in some way; 
these were subdivided into lexical differences, only 1 phonological difference, and 2 
phonological differences, with no attempt to classify the degree of these differences 
any further.  Because there was some minor variation even within a single clear 
dialect, one village’s version each of the Wampukuamp dialect and the Yanimoi 
dialect were arbitrarily chosen as “standard” (Puapniaip Village for Wampukuamp 
and Yaitniam Village for Yanimoi) and only these were compared to the others as 
representatives of that overall dialect.   
 

Then, because these are the two dialects that are being used for translation, 
these two “standard” versions were rigorously compared to each other following the 
strict standards written up by Blair in “Survey on a Shoestring” (1990:31,32).  He 
allows for three categories of difference as follows: 
 Category One includes: 
  a.  Exact matches 
  b.  Vowels differing by only one phonological feature, same position in  
                            word 
  c.  Phonetically similar segments in same position in three or more  
                            word pairs (i.e. a consistent change that occurs between the two  
                            dialects) 
 Category Two includes: 
  a.  Phonetically similar nonvocalic segments, not found in three or  
                           more pairs (as in Category One) 
  b.  Vowels which differ by two or more phonological features 
 Category Three includes: 
  a.  All corresponding segments which are not phonetically similar 
  b.  A segment which corresponds to nothing in the second word of the  
                           pair (i.e. the /l/ in peka – pekal) 
Blair then presents the following chart (see next page) as a means of determining 
whether the word pair is “similar” or “different”.  The numbers listed are the 
maximum number of each type of error that can be present in a word of that length, 
if the words are to still be classified as “similar”. 
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Word Length  Category One  Category Two  Category Three 
 

2 =  2  + 0  + 0 
3 =  2  + 1  + 0 
4 =  2  + 1  + 1 
5 =  3  + 1  + 1 
6 =  3  + 2  + 1 
7 =  4  + 2  + 1 
8 =  4  + 2  + 2 
9 =  5  + 2  + 2 
10 =  5  + 3  + 2 
11 =  6  + 3  + 2 
12 =  6  + 3  + 3 

 
 The word lists and differences were then examined for any patterns of 
consistent change between the dialects, and these observations were collated with 
supporting examples.  These results, as well as summaries of the amount of 
differences discovered, are reported below in Section 3.0. 
 
2.2.2  Analysis of Comprehension Tests 
 
 Scoring of the answers was limited to either fully correct (10%) or partially 
correct (5%) or totally wrong.  (Passage #3 produced in-between percentages because 
there were 11 questions prepared instead of 10.) 
 
 Percentages were calculated to determine overall average performance on 
each passage, how many of those tested improved significantly moving from Tok 
Pisin to either dialect of Kombio, and an average of the performance of speakers of 
each dialect on each tape.  Patterns in performance were looked for in each area. 
 
 Then the questions themselves were examined to determine whether 
consistent widespread wrong answers were occurring on a single question, thus 
indicating that possibly the question was bad or unclear, and hypotheses were 
developed as to what may have contributed to the problem in each case.   
 
 Results in each of the above areas are summarized in chart form in Section 
3.0 below, along with observations, comments, and hypotheses. 
 

3.0  Summary of Survey Results 
 
It was determined through this survey that Kombio has the following dialects:  
Wampukuamp, Yanimoi, Wampurun, Mwi 1, Mwi 2, and individual variation among 
all 7 of the middle villages.  There are two “border” villages as well (Yasum and 
Sangaien), that are considered Kombio but who, according to reports, borrow 
considerably from the (different) neighboring languages that each is close to; 
however neither of these were available for obtaining word lists at this time.  The 
villages, according to their dialect affiliation, are as follows: 
 
 Wampukuamp:  Waim, Yanyerkel, Sawiyap, Puapniaip, Kumbum,  
                Wuntokwin (some similarities to Mwi 2), Yetnimbum, Yetnimbiem,  
                Yaselol, Yasimboriek 
  Total population per 1990 census: 562 (excludes Waim, Yanyerkel) 
 Yanimoi:  Yaitniam, Muyem, Ben, Yaureng, Yalengel 
  Total population per 1990 census: 408 
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Wampurun:  Yamark (formerly also included Sawurk who now is changing to  
      follow Miringi, a middle village; also includes Yasum,  although  
      this is a border village which mixes with Wom language) 

  Total population per 1990 census: 72 (excludes Yasum) 
 Mwi 1 (the numbers 1 & 2 are my designation):  Pmuaisamp, Niumuatil,  
                Makupmanip (Also includes Sangaien, although this is also a border  
                village which mixes some Wom language and was unavailable for testing;  
                may also include Nialu, although they were also unavailable for testing) 

Total population per 1990 census: 184 (excludes Pmuaisamp,  
  Makupmanip, the two largest villages) 

 Mwi 2:  Sakapm, Serpmel, Sambu (Wuntokwin has some similarities but is  
                closer to Wampukuamp so is listed there) 
  Total population per 1990 census: 348 
 Middle Villages:  Miringi, Sawurk, Tong, Yakio, Yasile, Sapmirek, Yakulmp,  
                Sumbuk, Yakangom 
  Total population per 1990 census: 459 (excludes Yakulmp, Sumbuk) 
 

These dialect divisions contrast to varying degrees with all previously 
published conclusions about Kombio dialects.  And each previous publication 
includes some villages which are not Kombio and excludes some villages which are. 

 
Baker (1980) defined 5 Wampukuamp villages (Kumbum, Puapniaip, 

Yetnimbum, Sawiyap, Waim) and 4 of the middle villages (Miringi, Tong, Yakio, 
Yakangom) plus 1 Wampurun (Yasum) as the west and east sub-divisions 
respectively of one dialect; whereas my data indicates the two sub-groupings are not 
similar enough to each other to be considered a single dialect, nor are the middle 
villages a coherent dialect or sub-dialect.  He also grouped the remaining 4 middle 
villages as a sub-dialect of Yanimoi, but these groups very definitely disassociate 
themselves from that dialect despite word-level similarities.  He then separated the 
Yanimoi villages into two sub-dialects and included Wampurun (Yamark village) 
with one of them, whereas my data clearly shows that they have only very slight 
variations among themselves and so have no subdialects, although Yamark, the 
Wampurun village, is clearly very different.  Baker does not list Pmuaisamp, and 
Wum/Sawurk, though they are Kombio villages, and he includes Kasim, which has 
since died out. 

 
Glasgow and Loving (1964) and Laycock (1973) include with the Mwi 

(northern) dialect 3 villages that my data show to be clearly Wampukuamp (Sawiyap, 
Yetnimbum, and Yasimberet); and they include several villages that are not Kombio: 
Sahaugel (which is Wom language), Ringin (which I am not familiar with), and Kasim 
(which no longer exists, has died out).  They also incorrectly attempted to make a 
coherent central dialect out of 4 or 5 middle villages (Tong, Yakio, Yasile, Miringi, 
and possibly Wum/Sawurk), plus 1 Mwi-1 village (Sangaien), plus 1 or 2 
Wampukuamp village (Kumbum and possibly Waim), plus 1 Wampurun village 
(Yasuhum = Yasum?).  They also hypothesize that Yasum and Samark (both 
Wampurun villages) are part of the south or Yanimoi dialect, which my data 
indicates is not the case.   Both these writers exclude the following Kombio villages: 
Pmuaisamp, Puapniaip, Yaselol, Yetnimbiem, Makupmanip, either Waim or 
Wum/Sawurk, Sapmirek, Yakulmp, Sumbuk, Yakangom.  As noted above, they 
include Sahaugel, Ringin, and Kasim, which are not current Kombio villages. 
 
3.1  Word Lists 
 
3.1.1  General Observations and Results 
 
 Comparison of all the word lists served primarily to confirm previously-
known dialect boundaries.  Some questionable villages, notably Wuntokwin, were 
also placed into the appropriate dialect.  Please see the map in Appendix 6.4 for 
details of these boundaries.  As might be expected, boundaries were often not 
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clearcut but rather indicated that border villages, while a majority of their speech 
followed one dialect, had a significant level of influence from the other neighboring 
dialect.  For instance, Wuntokwin showed only 16% difference from standard 
Wampukuamp dialect, which borders it to the south and west, but 30% difference 
from Mwi 2, which borders it to the north.  The survey did confirm that there were 
clearly two separate dialects to the north, even though they all call themselves “Mwi 
dialect”, hence my designation of “Mwi 1” and Mwi 2”.  It also confirmed our 
anecdotal evidence that the middle villages are not in themselves a cohesive dialect, 
but rather each village has its own unique variations and combinations of 
vocabulary from Wampukuamp and Yanimoi as well as some lexemes unique to 
each individual place.   And finally, it indicated that there were some variations even 
within the two largest dialects even when villages reported that their talk was 
“exactly the same”; the Yanimoi villages showed variation of only 7.5%, whereas the 
Wampukuamp villages showed variation of 14%.  However, because these variations 
are not considered significant by native speakers, they are likewise treated as 
insignificant in this analysis. 
 
 Following are two charts, the first showing the percent of differences, loosely 
defined as in Section 2.2.1, and the second showing a breakdown of that into 
approximately how many differences per word.   
 

The more rigorous definition of differences, as laid out in Blair (1990), was 
applied only to Wampukuamp versus Yanimoi.  This more-rigorous definition 
reduced the stated percentage of differences by approximately one-half: from 54% 
different to 25% different.  It is assumed that, should the same procedure be applied 
to all the other inter-dialect comparisons, it would likely also reduce the percent of 
difference by approximately one-half.  Word-level differences range from 6% to 57%, 
according to the loosely defined parameters; thus it is assumed that they would 
range from 3% to 28% if all had been analyzed according to Blair. 
 
 The following chart (next page) summarizes the amount of difference between 
the villages tested, according to the loosely defined parameters noted above.  
Percentages appearing in parentheses are approximate, based on the nearest 
linguistically similar village.  Some have been marked “N/A” because it is 
geographically irrelevant to compare them; they will have a high percentage of 
differences. 
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Table 3.1a - Percentages of Difference Between Villages 

 
 Pmuaisamp Miringi Sakapm Puapniaip Yaitniam 
   (Mwi 1) (Middle)   (Mwi 2) (Wampuk.) (Yanimoi) 
Sakapm        
(Mwi 2) 

   38%   (48%)      X     27%      X 

Makup-
manip  
(Mwi 1) 

     6%   (46%)    (38%?)    (44%)    N/A 

Serpmel 
(Mwi 2) 

   (38%?)   (48%)      1%    (27%)    N/A 

Puapniaip 
(Wampuk.) 

    44%   (32%?)     (27%)       X    54% 

Pmuaisamp  
(Mwi 1) 

      X    46%      38%     44%     N/A 

Sambu  
(Mwi 2) 

   (38%)   (48%)      11%     (27%)      N/A 

Wuntokwin 
(Wampuk.) 

    N/A     N/A       30%      16%      N/A 

Yaitniam 
(Yanimoi) 

    N/A    34%      N/A      54%        X 

Yamark 
(Wampurun) 

    N/A     27%      N/A       57%      22% 

Yalengel 
(Yanimoi) 

    N/A    (34%)      N/A      (54%)        7% 

Sapmirek 
(Middle) 

    N/A     18%      N/A       42%       26% 

Tong 
(Middle) 

    51%      11%      N/A       32%       34% 

Yakulmp 
(Middle) 

    N/A      17%      N/A      (42%)      (26%) 

Sumbuk 
(Middle) 

    N/A      26%      N/A      (42%)      (26%) 

Yakio 
(Middle) 

    N/A        7%      N/A      (42%)      (26%) 

Miringi 
(Middle) 

    46%        X      N/A      (32%)      (34%) 

Muyem 
(Yanimoi) 

    N/A     (34%)      N/A       54%        7% 

Yaureng 
(Yanimoi) 

    N/A     (34%)      N/A      (54%)        7% 
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Table 3.1b – Kinds of Differences 

 
 
Pmuaisamp – Sakapm 
 68 different (38%) 
  34 – only 1 sound different 
  14 – lexical difference 
 
Pmuaisamp – Makupmanip 
 10 different (6%) 
  All only differ by one sound;  
    consistent differences– no <ts>, pulls <ou> 
 
Pmuaisamp – Wampukuamp (Puapniaip Village) 
 79 different (44%) 
  34 – only 1 sound different 
  15 – lexical difference 
    3 – like other Wampukuamp versions (not included in the 79) 
 
Pmuaisamp – Miringi 
 82 different (46%) 
  36 – only 1 sound different 
  14 – lexical difference 
  Of these differences, 26 were more like Wampukuamp 
 
Pmuaisamp – Tong 
 92 different (51%) 
  49 – only 1 sound different 
  19 – lexical difference 
 
Serpmel – Sakapm 
 3 different (1%) 
 All only 1 sound 
 
Sakapm – Sambu 
 19 different (11%) 
  15 – only 1 sound different, and these differences were slight 
 
Sakapm – Wuntokwin 
 54 different (30%) 
  35 – only 1 sound different 
  8 – lexical difference (all of these were like Wampukuamp) 
 
Wuntokwin – Wampukuamp (Puapniaip village) 
 29 different (16%) 
  24 – only 1 sound different 
  2 – lexical difference 
 
Wampukuamp (Puapniaip Village) – Yanimoi (Yaitniam Village) 
 98 different (54%)  (Using Blair’s parameters, 45 different = 25%) 
  48 – only 1 sound different 
  22 – lexical difference 
 
Wampukuamp (Puapniaip) – Sapmirek 
 75 different (42%) 
  42 – only 1 sound different 
  10 – lexical difference 
  5 – like another Wampukuamp version (not included in the 75) 
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Wampukuamp - Tong 
 58 different (32%) 
  45 of these identical to Sapmirek 
 
Variations among Wampukuamps 
 25 total entries vary among the three (14%) 
  Waim – 13 unique lexemes, not shared by the other two 
  Puapniaip – 2 unique lexemes 
  Yetnimbiem – 7 unique lexemes 
 
Variations among Yanimois 
 14 total entries varied (8%) 
  7 – only 1 sound different 
  3 – added a morpheme 
  Muyem only differs from Yainiam in 3 words 
  Yalengel only differs from Yaureng in 1 word 
 
Wampurun (Yamark Village) – Wampukuamp (Puapniaip) 
 103  different (57%) 
  44 – only 1 sound different 
  26 – lexical difference 
 
Wampurun (Yamark) – Yanimoi (Yaitniam) 
 40 different (22%) 
  13 – only 1 sound different 
  6 – lexical difference 
 
Wampurun (Yamark) – Miringi 
 55 different (27%) 
  20 – only 1 sound different 
  15 – lexical difference 
 
Sapmirek – Yanimoi (Yaitniam) 
 47 different (26%) 
  17 – only 1 sound different 
  21 – lexical difference 
 
Tong – Yanimoi (Yaitniam) 
 61 different (34%) 
  27 – only 1 sound different 
  22 – lexical difference 
 

 
 
3.1.2  Dialect Change Patterns 
 
 There are a number of  typical changes that distinguish a given dialect from 
all others within Kombio.  Following are ten of the most obvious, with supporting 
examples. 
 
 1)  Wampukuamp adds an initial vowel to many nouns, as compared to 
Yanimoi and most middle villages and some Mwi villages.  The vowel to be added is 
determined by vowel harmony with the next vowel in the word.  It is interesting to 
note that when the next vowel is a diphthong, the first vowel is chosen; and when 
there is a modified consonant, that is skipped and the following vowel is the one that 
determines what is added, thus supporting the analysis of these as consonants and 
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not consonant-vowel sequences.  Similarly, Wampukuamp tends to change word 
medial vowels to encourage vowel harmony.   
 
   Other dialects     Wampukuamp: 
   kaik           akaik   “leg” 
   keipm       ekeipm “above” 
   mamp       amamp “head” 
   lie       elie  “hole” 
   tnie, wutnie      etnie  “rain” 
   rien       erien “morning” 
   yokn       oyokn “fish” 
   knuan       uknuan “younger brother” 
 
   yite      yete  “fire 
   dimai      damai “bow(for shooting)” 
   skal      sakal “bushknife” 
   yitne      yetne “house” 
 
 2)  Wampukuamp and Mwi 2 tend to reverse the order of morpheme-initial 
syllables with –ur- or –ul- combined with other less-predictable changes, as shown 
in the following examples: 
   Other dialects      Wampukuamp 
   lorukopm      lowurkopm  “tree-seed/fruit” 
   lunko       wulinko  “stomach” 
   purkup           mbrikup  “play” 
   rup       wurp  “immerse” 
 
 3)  Mwi 1 has several phonemes unique to that dialect, including [dz], [z], [ts] 
and an [ng] in isolation; it also seems to palatalize or front their sounds more than 
the other dialects. 
   Other Dialects      Mwi 
   sank       [da]  “talk” 
   si       [nzi]   “mami yam” 
   akosepm      [aktsp]  “good” 
   wus       [wts]  “animal, meat” 
 
 4)  Mwi 1&2 tend to drop morpheme-final stops following nasals, as 
compared to Wampukuamp and most Yanimoi and middle villages. 
   Other dialects  Mwi 
   sank  [sak]       [da]  “talk” 
   malenk        [mal]  “mountain” 
   mamp (amamp)     [mam]  “head” 
  pmomp (opmomp) [opmom] “back”  

 rankel (arankel) [arael] “old” 
  yuwolmpel  [yuwolml] “round” 
 
 5)  Yanimoi tends to change vowels from [o] to [a] as compared to 
Wampukuamp and some middle and Mwi villages. 
   Other dialects  Yanimoi 
   nto   nta  “hand, arm” 
   yonk   yank  “men’s cult house” 
   so   sa  “cry” 
   nio   nia  “name” 
   nontip   nantip  “filled” 
   nimproel  nimprael “wet” 
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6)  Wampukuamp tends to add labialization to [m] and [k] word medially 
and/or change a vowel, as compared to Yanimoi, middle, and some Mwi 
villages. 

  (The last three examples also show Wampukuamp’s preference to  
                       slightly pull word medial [o] with a [u] offglide,  which is a pattern  
                       more strongly pronounced in Mwi-2.) 
   Other dialects  Wampukuamp 
   yapmunemp  yapmwonemp    “heart, thoughts” 
   apmon   apmwon     “go, leave” 
   kuret   kworet     “bad” 
   kop   kwop     “ashes” 
   wopm   oupm     “banana” 
   nomp, wunomp wunoump    “night” 
   lomp   loump     “fence” 
   womp   oump     “coconut” 
 
 7)  Wampukuamp tends to add a [b] morpheme final before clitic –el, as 
compared to Yanimoi, most middle villages, and some Mwi villages. 
   Other dialects  Wampukuamp 
   tinamel   [tnambl]     “green (color), unripe” 
   wasiamel  [wasambl]     “young man” 
This tendency is so strong that they frequently write or say “Jerusalembel” to mean 
“of/from Jerusalem”, whereas all the other dialects say “Jerusalemel”. 
 
 8)  Wampukuamp tends to replace [i] with [e] word medially, especially when 
it harmonizes with another vowel in the word. (See also #1 above). 
   Other dialects  Wampukuamp 
   yite   yete       “fire” 
   yitne   yetne       “house” 
   silmpenk  selmpenk      “cool” 
   nipiek   niepiek       “mucus” 
 
 9)  Mwi 2 tends to pull [o] to a pronounced [u] offglide, which is almost 
syllabic, most frequently when it is word final.  It is strongly perceived and will be 
corrected if not pronounced and spelled clearly. 
   Other dialects  Mwi 
   lo   lou       “tree” 
   yonk, yank  you       “men’s cult house” 
   niaikno   niaiknou      “sister of a man” 
   kno, kna, okno  aknou       “younger sister” 
   nio, nia   niou       “name” 
   ntok   ntouk       “bilum” 
   mo, mua  mou       “vine, rope” 
 
 10)  Each dialect area has a few unique-to-them lexical items.  For example: 
   nkomp “get” (used by Miringi Village, all others say “nkamp”) 
   tsusamakn “star” (used by Mwi-1, all others say  
    “nkuaimantump”) 
   mokel “black” (used by Wampurun, all others say “erpmel”) 
   kope “yes” (used by Yanimoi, all others say “ank”) 
   mpilnkenim “dry” (used by Yakulmp Village, all others say  
    “plakn” or “nkurar” or both) 
   mukum “mother” (used by Mwi 2 – Sakapm, all others say  
    “mantiek”) 
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There are numerous other such examples.  However, the most 
pronounced evidence of this is the manner in which villages identify and 
distinguish themselves from others by means of their deictics for here/there; 
this is common knowledge, referred to in everyday speech, as they tell me 
“We say ___, but they say ___”.  For example: kupo-kupie, kipe-kuere, kropo-
krokie, epie-opo, elepie-olupo, kiepe-kropo, and so on. 

 
 Some additional phonological change patterns appear when individual 
dialects’ word lists are compared.  This was most obvious when comparisons were 
done with Wampukuamp.  Following are the three which appeared the most 
interesting and predictable.  I will continue the numbering following onto those 
above. 
 
 11)  Wampukuamp moving to Wampurun: 

Generally change to a higher vowel or height increased by palatalizing  
 a consonant (18 of the 30 words which were different) 

   Wampukuamp Wampurun 
   akaik yuwump   kaik niumbwo   “knee” 
   akosepm   akosiepm     “good” 

    yete    yite      “fire” 
   otniomboiel    tniumboiel      “new” 

Tongue tending to be in a higher position generally, i.e. [w] replaced      
  by [y] and [r] by [t] 
    arikel    atikel     “when” 
    awi    nkaiyi    “to fall” 
Some tendency to front   

sakiek    satiek     “tobacco” 
opmueipm   ipmueipm    “to hear” 

However Wampurun used vowel lowering, following a  
  Yanimoi pattern, and chose the uniquely Yanimoi lexemes  
  over Wampukuamp in 6 words 
  onto     nta     “hand/arm” 
 yonk    yank     “men’s cult house” 
 wotnien    niump    “sugar” 
 etelpm    mbwol    “lizard” 

  
12)  Wampukuamp moving to Mwi 1 

  Strong tendency to front, either by vowel change (12 words out of 33)  
    or palatalizing/fronting a consonant (an additional 9 words) 
    Wampukuamp Mwi 1 
    nkstapm  nkestapm “sit” 
    sukn   tsukn  “big” 
    naiyungu  naiunu “teeth” 
    niupukn  nipukn  “fat” 
    wus   wts  “animal, meat” 
  Some tendency also to raise, usually by vowel change 

ltno   ultn  “tongue” 
yonk   you  “men’s cult house” 
saklok   tsakile  “snake” 
karokn   rkn  “no” 
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13)  Wampukuamp moving to Sapmirek (a middle village) 
Pronounced tendency to lower [o] to [a], a Yanimoi pattern (affecting 8  
  of 35 words) 
  Wampukuamp Sapmirek 
  yonk   yank  “men’s cult house” 
  okno   kna  “younger sister” 
   
But, in contrast, a stronger pattern to raise (12 words) and front (7  
  words, 2 of which also raised) 
  onkopnilmp  ninkopmilmp    “belly” 
  yt   yite     “fire” 
  kort   kurt     “bad” 
  motno   mtno     “pitpit” 
   

  
3.2  Comprehension Tests 
 
3.2.1  Results and Observations 
 
 The testing did not produce the clear results that I’d hoped for as regards 
value and clarity of the vernacular, but it was nevertheless very helpful.   
 

One clear result was that, of the two dialects we are translating, the 
Wampukuamp is by far the more widely understood and liked, even among the 
middle villages whose words more closely resemble the Yanimoi dialect.  Obviously 
there are other factors involved than word-level similarity.  I suspect there may be 
some social factors which influence people to assume they can’t understand the 
Yanimoi dialect; but I also am relatively sure that there are significant differences on 
the discourse level that outweigh word-level similarities.  To detail this is both 
beyond the scope of this paper and something which has not been fully documented 
and analyzed at this point.  

 
All of those tested showed a marked lack of comprehension of the Tok Pisin 

epistle passage, which was not surprising due to the high level of abstract logic in 
the apostle Paul’s writings.  Some of those tested gave the classic result I was 
looking and hoping for: a relatively low score on the Tok Pisin passages and a 
markedly higher score on at least one of the vernacular passages.  In fact 37% of 
those tested improved their scores by 20% or more when they listened to the Kombio 
passages.  However, 50% of those tested did not improve in that way, and 27% 
actually showed a lower score in vernacular than in Tok Pisin, which was a most 
unpleasant surprise.  Particularly surprising was the fact that those from 
Wampukuamp dialect areas did worse on their own dialect than on Tok Pisin and 
were in general lower than the overall averages.  And you will notice that none of the 
average scores were even equal to Niyang’s 70% comprehension threshhold in any 
language.  

 
Table 3.2.1a - Average Performance on Each Tape 

 
 #1 (Tok Pisin narrative)     –     65.8% 
 #2 (Tok Pisin epistle)         --    36.9% 
 #3 (Yanimoi narrative)       --    48.9% 
 #4 (Wampukuamp narrative) – 69.3%   
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Table 3.1.2b - Average Tape Performances  By Dialect 

          (Number tested shown in parentheses) 
 

 Wampuk.(8) Yanimoi (2) Wampur.(2) Mwi 1 (4) Mwi 2 (3) Middle (11) 
 
#1 61.3%  75%  47.5%  62.5%  78.3%  68.5% 
#2 33.1%  55%  17.5%  38.8%  45%  37% 
#3 43.3%  82%  50%  41%  45.7%  57.1% 

#4 57.5%  75%  72.5%  73.8%  81.7%  75.5% 

 
The causes of these low scores are not entirely clear.  It could, of course, be 

due in part to decline in the use of vernacular; this was especially noticeable in 
Wuntokwin village.  Then there is the simple fact of familiarity – all their preaching 
and Bible reading to date has been in Tok Pisin, and it may well be that they’re 
finding it difficult to make the transition to really “hear” the scriptures for the first 
time in vernacular.  This could be complicated by the fact that there are no 
established key terms yet as vernacular scripture is not widely in use, and so even 
though the terms have been checked and understood by translators and committee 
they may be open to misinterpretation by the general public.  The low scores are 
also probably due in part to some badly-worded questions (which I will discuss in 
further detail below).   

 
I also believe that there are spiritual factors involved, partly because we have 

experienced considerable spiritual resistance all along the way at each step and 
particularly when Bible translation was directly involved.  Also, the types of answers 
given by quite a number of those tested would indicate that either they weren’t 
listening at all or else something was blocking comprehension, because we 
frequently saw low scores across the board – not understanding the scriptures in 
any language, even though there had been no difficulty with the (non-scriptural) 
practice tape.  We received a number of answers that had literally nothing to do with 
the excerpt that had just been read.  For example, in the first passage (Acts), the 
first question asks where Peter was (expected answer: in Joppa, or on the roof, or at 
Simon’s house) and we got a few answers like “Garden of Gethsemane” and “Isle of 
Patmos”.  Or in the third passage (Matt. 21, in Yanimoi, the parable about the 
vineyard and the tenants), the first question asks “What did the important man do?”  
We got several answers along the line of  “He saved people” or “He created the earth, 
the plants, the animals....” rather than the expected answer of “He made a vineyard, 
gave it to some tenants to manage and went to a faraway place".  Or on another 
occasion, the person tested responded to four questions in a row on the epistle 
passage “Pray and go to church”, even though that had nothing to do with any one 
of the questions being asked.  Another team, who has completed two New 
Testaments elsewhere in Papua New Guinea, suggested to me that this type of 
answer is indicative of an animistic mindset where religion is strictly ritual and not 
intended to be comprehended, and so the people try to find some “God-talk” that 
might “work”, regardless of whether it makes sense or not. 

 
Out of the 41 total questions asked, 16 (or 39%) had a high number of 

errors, defined as two-thirds or more of those tested giving either a partially or a 
completely incorrect response.  There was one question on each of the four passages 
and one additional on the third passage that I determined to be a bad question 
which probably ought to be disqualified.  Please refer to Appendix 6.2 for the text of 
these (and all) the questions used.   

Passage #1, Question 1 had two parts and many answered only one part.   
Passage #2, Question 10 was a bad question because it was the second  

              question on a single reading; it would have been better to have broken the  
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              reading into two smaller pieces.  (There was a similar problem with  
              Question 10 in passage #1, which also produced many errors.)   

Passage #3, Question 2 appears to have been unduly difficult, perhaps  
              because it began with a conjunction rather than an introductory phrase  
              which would have given more context for answering.  Passage #3, Question  
             5 appears to have the same problem.   

Passage #4, Question 1 was a badly-designed question; it would have been  
              easier to answer had the order been reversed.   
However, even eliminating these problem questions did not radically change scores, 
and in fact seemed to penalize those who scored higher.  The average score for 
Passage #1 increased 1% to 66.9; #2 decreased 1% to 35.7; #3 increased 2% to            
51.2; and #4 increased 3% to 72.5.    

 
Other questions producing a similarly high level of errors but not disqualified 

were: Passage #2 Questions 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9; Passage #3 Questions 6, 9, 10; and 
Passage #4 Question 5.  There appeared to be a variety of reasons for these errors, 
including the inadequacy of the Tok Pisin language in three of them (i.e. 
misunderstanding the meaning of “olsem wanem” and “laik” versus “laikim”).  Also in 
a number of cases, the responders used other knowledge (outside of the testing 
context) to answer the questions, even though they were instructed not to do so; this 
was particularly noticeable in Passage #2, Questions 2, 4, and 9.  Passage #4, 
Question 5 answers indicated possible confusion in referents, which may point out a 
problem in either the translation or the wording of the question.  In Questions #6 
and #9 in Passage 3 and in Passage #4 Question 5, a number of the errors appeared 
to be due to not listening carefully enough to which question word was used and/or 
which aspect markers appeared with the verb (i.e. they missed the 
future/intentional and substituted past completed); this could of course also be due 
to incorrect use of vernacular in the questions, but they were carefully checked in 
the preparation stage by the local co-translators who felt they were clear.   

 
Comments noted during the testing included the following of interest.  Four 

responders answered the Tok Pisin questions using vernacular, and three answered 
the vernacular questions using Tok Pisin.  Two of these stated clearly that they 
didn’t like the vernacular ones, that they were “hard” and they preferred the Tok 
Pisin.  However quite a number gave more thorough answers when doing the 
vernacular passages, and five were very markedly more complete involving in some 
cases a complete near-verbatim re-tell, indicating that there was clearly a higher 
level of comprehension and ease.  This could not always be recognized by simply 
looking at the final scores. 

 
Moore’s article in Notes on Translation (1984) which questions many of our 

assumptions about the usefulness of comprehension questions was very interesting 
in light of the results I obtained.  He found that even intelligent, trained respondents 
tended to cluster around the 70-75% correct range, even when the translation was 
not at all in question, and therefore recommended that consultants NOT conclude 
that the translation is faulty based on one or even two incorrect answers to 
comprehension questions.  He concluded that direct factual questions, while more 
likely to get correct answers, also reveal less about the quality of a translation than 
do questions that are more abstract , ask for conclusions, and/or deal with 
interrelations between parts of a passage.  His testing also supported my findings, 
that general familiarity with scripture highly impacts the correctness of the specific 
responses. 
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3.2.2  Summary Chart  
 
Following is the raw data (scores) on the comprehension tests, from which the above 
results were drawn. 
        

Table 3.2.2a - COMPREHENSION TEST RESULTS 
 
 
                                                                                         (Percentages correct) 
         
NAME   M/F  EDUC.  AGE  PLACE          DIALECT #1 #2 #3 #4 
Matthew  M   6 30’s Waim  Wampuk. 75 40 41 50 
John     M   3 40’s Waim  Wampuk. 55 55 59       75 
Michael   M   6 40 Puapniaip Wampuk. 45 15 18 65 
Joachin   M   6 30’s Puapniaip Wampuk. 65 20 50 50 
Peter       M   8 20’s Yetnimbiem Wampuk. 55 20 41 60 
Xavier    M   8 20’s Yetnimbiem Wampuk. 65 60 96     100 
Pita    M   6 40’s Wuntokwin Wampuk. 45 30 14 05 
Terrence M   6 20’s Wuntokwin Wampuk. 85 25 27 55 
Hagai    M   6 20’s Yaitniam Yanimoi 70 45 73 65  
Christopher  M  6 20’s Yaitniam Yanimoi 80 65 91 85 
Nicodimus    M  2 50’s Yamark Wampurun 35 05 00 20 
Abednigo  M   6 20’s Yamark Wampurun 60 30 27 80 
Peter      M   6 20’s Pmuaisamp Mwi 1  55 35 55 75 
Lawrence  M     6 20’s Pmuaisamp Mwi 1  70 40 64 85 
Michael     M    6 30 Niumuatil Mwi 1  70 50 36 70 
Jonson      M     6 20’s Niumuatil Mwi 1  55 30 18 65 
Gabriel     M    6 30’s Sakapm Mwi 2  85 50 41 85 
Rudolf      M    6 30’s Sakapm Mwi 2  75 45 64 85 
Robbie      M    6 20’s Sambu  Mwi 2  75 40 32 75 
Leo      M    X 50’s Miringi  Middle  65 25 68 90 
John      M    6 30’s Miringi  Middle  85 60 55 90 
Makulata  F    3 20’s Miringi  Middle  65 75 77 85 
Nomitsia   F    6 30 Tong  Middle  40 00 18 90 
Ronis        M    X 40’s Sawurk Middle  35 00 32 40 
Darius      M    6+2 20’s Sawurk Middle  100 40 46 60 
Jerry      M    3 30’s Yakulmp Middle  70 40 77 90 
Charles    M    8 30’s Yakulmp Middle  70 70 77 95 
Robert      M    6 20’s Sapmirek Middle  75 35 64 50 
Alphonse  M    6 30’s Sapmirek Middle  75 25 32 50 
Jude        M    6 30 Sumbuk Middle  75 35 77 90 
 

4.0  Application of Results to Program 
 
 The combined results of the word lists and comprehension tests indicated 
that the Wampukuamp dialect will have the widest acceptability among the 
language group as a whole.  It is preferred by both Mwi 1 and 2, by the Wampurun 
village,  and by all the middle villages (even those whose words are clearly much 
closer to the Yanimoi dialect).  However there is a clear need to have translation into 
the Yanimoi dialect as well as Wampukuamp due to marked lack of similarity 
between the two, sufficient population to warrant it, and a somewhat stronger 
language viability in Yanimoi (less committment to Tok Pisin, maintaining a wider 
vocabulary base than Wampukuamp dialect speakers seem to have done); in 
addition, the most skilled and committed co-translators are from this area.  If 
translation is ever done in one of the Mwi dialects, it will be in the distant future; 
there is neither manpower, nor time, nor sufficient local population to mandate it.  
We will continue to publish other books in whatever dialect people wish to prepare 
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them, and anticipate that any formal literacy will have to be done initially in 
whatever the local dialect is and then transitioning as quickly as possible to 
Wampukuamp (except of course in the Yanimoi areas where no transition will be 
necessary). 
 
 The apparent difficulty in understanding the scriptures in any language 
which was revealed by the comprehension testing shows that we will need to do a 
great deal of scripture in use activities focusing on the importance of comprehension 
as well as the meaning and significance of key terms.  It is very helpful to know this 
in advance.  It might be interesting to do some type of comprehension testing in 
about 10 years or when there has been plenty of opportunity for exposure to 
vernacular scripture as well as perhaps some formal vernacular literacy, to see if 
there is a significant change in comprehension level.  I think it might be advisable to 
develop a structure for doing this which allows the respondents to freely re-tell what 
they have heard, rather than relying on specific comprehension questions.  Perhaps 
Moore’s parameters for 8 subdivisions of correct versus incorrect (1984, pg. 27) 
could be used as guidelines for developing something similar to use in evaluating 
results.  Perhaps it might be done in connection with some key terms courses, 
which would also allow for greater familiarity with scripture and vernacular key 
terms. 
 
 The bilingual question remains unresolved.  Will Tok Pisin continue to 
overtake the vernacular, and if so will translated vernacular scriptures become 
rapidly obsolete?  How soon might this happen?  These questions are, in a sense, 
determinative in regards to program viability and whether we will do a full New 
Testament or perhaps only a partial one.  I had hoped that the bilingual intelligibility 
testing would help me to resolve this uncertainty, but that is not the case.  The 
choice remains with the local people, and our role appears to be primarily as 
consciousness raisers while we prepare materials to be ready for them if and when 
they choose to maintain and strengthen their own Kombio language.  As noted in 
the Tentative Program Plan writeup, this issue will require ongoing evaluation and 
decision-making. 
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Section 6.0 – Appendices 
 

Appendix 6.1 - Drekikier Sub-District – Kombio Census Division 
(1990) 

 
   CU Names  No. of Male  No.l of Female Total Persons 
1.  Ben 47 30  71 
2.  Cherpmel 57 45 102 
3.  Koupem* 42 49  91 
4.  Kuamala* 34 27  61 
5.  Kumbum 52 55 107 
6.  Meringe 45 61 106 
7.  Muyem 40 42  82 
8.  Nialu 48 41  99 
9.  Nyumatil 19 18  37 
10. Pabnyeip 54 39  93 
11. Ringin* 63 72 135 
12. Sakangel* 31 40  71 
13. Samark 32 40  72 
14. Sambu 64 67 131 
15. Sangaien 25 23  48 
16. Soaief 37 32  69 
17. Tong 60 55 115 
18. Wun 19 16   35 
19. Yakio 27 28  55 
20. Yakumbum 35 40  75 
21. Yatangel 33 31  64 
22. Yambes* 200 196 396 
23. Yasile 37 36  73 
24. Yasumbonet 44 37  81 
25. Yaurang 77 67 144 
26. Yetnyam 25 22  47 
27. Yetnimbum 75 71 146 
28. Yombum* 55 45 100 
29. Kulifi* 30 20  50 
30. Selep* 22 32  54 
31. Sakarp 58 57 115 
32. Undokuin 43 33  76 
33. Yassip Mission 
Station 

17 21  38 

 
* Non-Kombio language villages (with possible exception of Ringin, which judging by 
its size I am wondering if it is perhaps another name for Makupmanip). 
 
1990 Total No. of Persons = 3,029 
Regional increase since 1990 @ 2.2% 
Grand Total = 3,096 persons 
 Kombio language total = 2,071 
 With 2.2% increase  = 2,117 (but note that several Kombio villages do not  
                                                        seem to be included in this breakdown) 
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Appendix 6.2 - Questions For Bilingual Intelligibility Survey 

 
Tape #1 – Tok Pisin – Aposel 11:4-17 

 
Vs. 4-5:   1)  Pita i bin i stap we na em i lukim wanem samting? 
 
Vs. 6-7:   2)  Dispela maus i tok wanem long Pita? 
 
Vs. 8:      3)  Bilong wanem Pita i tok nogat long kaikai ol dispela abus? 
 
Vs. 9-10:  4)  Dispela maus em i bekim tok bilong Pita olsem wanem? 
 
Vs. 11:     5)  Husat i kam long Pita na ol i kam long we? 
 
Vs.12-13: 6)  Husat i bin tokim ol man long ol i mas i go painim Pita? 
 
Vs. 14:     7)  Ol i bin askim Pita long autim wanem tok long ol? 
 
Vs. 15:     8)  Holi spirit i mekim wanem long ol taim ol i harim dispela tok bilong  
                     Pita? 
 
Vs. 16:      9)  Ol i kisim baptais long wanem samting? 
 
Vs. 17:     10)  Husat i bin kisim Holi spirit pastaim? 
 
 

Tape #2 – Tok Pisin - Kolosi 1:15-23 
 
 
Vs. 15:       1)  Jisas em i piksa bilong husat? 
 
Vs. 16:       2)  Olsem wanem na Jisas i kamap het bilong olgeta samting? 
 
Vs. 17-18:  3)  Dispela bodi em i wanem samting? 
 
“            “    4)  Bilong wanem Jisas i stap het long dispela bodi? 
 
Vs. 19:       5)  God i gat wanem laik long Pikinini bilong em? 
 
Vs. 20:       6)  Long wanem rot God i mekim olgeta samting i kamap wanbel  
                      wantaim em? 
 
Vs. 21:       7)  Wanem tupela we yumi birua long God? 
 
Vs. 22:       8)  Long wanem as em i laik mekim yumi kamap wanbel wantaim em? 
 
Vs. 23:       9)  Yumi mas mekim wanem samting sapos yumi laik stap wanbel  
                       wantaim God? 
 
“       “        10)  Paul em i husat? 
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Tape #3 – Kombio (Yanimoi) – Matyu 21:33-43 

 
Vs. 33a:      1)  What are all the things the elder did? 
 
Vs. 33b:      2)  Then, what did he do? 
 
Vs. 34:        3)  That elder send his workmen to see them, why? 
 
Vs. 35:        4)  The people who looked after the garden, how did they treat them? 
 
Vs. 36:        5)  Then that elder did what? 
 
Vs. 37:        6)  He sent his son, why? 
 
Vs. 38-39:   7)  The people who looked after the garden, they hit that child dead,  
                       why? 
 
Vs. 40-41:   8)  They said the father of that garden would treat them how? 
 
“            “    9)  The other people he wanted to get, he wanted them to do for him how  
                       (i.e. how should they behave)? 
 
Vs. 42:       10)  God’s book has what talk about the housepost of the round house  
                         that they threw away? 
 
Vs. 43:       11)  Why did God drive-out these people who wanted to remain in his  
                         garden? 
 
 

Tape #4 – Kombio (Wampukuamp) – Matyu 22:1-14 
 
Vs. 1-2:       1)  The people whom God covers (kingdom) they are like what? 
 
Vs. 3:           2)  He sent word to them, the men-women answered him how? 
 
Vs. 4:           3)  Why did he again send talk to them? 
 
Vs. 5:           4)  So the men-women who heard his talk, they did what? 
 
Vs. 6-7:        5)  That man said to his fighting men to go, why? 
 
“        “          6)  They fighting men did how to them? 
 
Vs. 8-10:      7)  Then he said to whom (them) to come with him eat food? 
 
Vs. 11-12:    8)  That man entered spoke talk to one man, why? 
 
Vs. 13:         9)  They did to that man how? 
 
Vs. 14:        10)  Who many people whom God has already called them will enter  
                          remaining in his hand (i.e. care)? 
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Appendix 6.3 – Elicited Word List Charts 

 
Key to Word List Charts: 
 
Transcriptions in highlighted villages were done 13 yrs. ago; a number are now 
somewhat in question.   
Words will be organized by dialect, as follows: 
Wampukuamp Yanimoi Mwi 1 Mwi 2 Wampurun Middle 
Puapniaip Vill. Yaitniam 

Vill. 
Pmuaisamp 
V. 

Sakapm Vill. Yamark Vill. Miringi Vill. 

Waim Vill. Yalengel 
Vill. 

Makupma-
nipVill. 

Sambu Vill.  Tong Vill. 

Yetnimbiem Vil Yaureng 
Vill. 

Niumuatil 
Vill. 

Serpmel Vill.  Sawurk Vill. 

Wuntokwin Vill Muyem 
Vill. 

   Sumbuk 
Vill. 

     Yakio Vill. 
     Sapmirek 

Vill. 
     Yakulmp 

Vill. 
 
************************************************************************************** 
 

MOUTH/FOOD 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
mp p nipok mp mp pmupok mp 
mp p sa      mp  mp 
mp p mp mp  mp 
mp p    p 
     mp 
     mp 
     p 
 
 

NOSE 
Wampukuamp  Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
m nump m m muump muum 
m uump m m  muump 
m ump m m  muump 
m muom    uump 
     m 
     muump 
     muum 
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HEAD 

Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
amam mamp mam amam mamp mam 
amam mamp mam amam  mamp 
amam mamp mam amam  mamp 
amam mampko    mam 
     mam 
     mamp 
     mamp 
 

NECK 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
o.uk wo.uk ou. o. wo.uk wouk 
o.uk wowuk ou ou  o.uk 
o.uk wo.wok o. ou  wouk 
ou wouk    wowuk 
     owuk 
     wo.u 
     wo.uk 
 

SKIN 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1      Mwi 2   Wampurun    Middle 
ndy aikn dyaikn nty ndyo dyaikn uop 
ndyaikn dyaikn aiy ndyo  ndyaikn 

ndy aik mou nti. u.  di.waikn 
endyaik daai    wul aik 
     ndiaikn 

     diaikn 

     diaikn 

 
WOMAN 

Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
makn/ mwakn makn mwakn mwakn makn makn 
mwakn makn mwakn mwakn  makn 
mwakn ma.kn mwakn mokan  makn 
mwakn makn    makn 
     ma.kn 
     makn 
     makn 
 

MAN 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
mndt  mntt mndit mndit mntit 
mndit mndt mntt omoul/ ndit/ 

mndt 
 moule 

mndit mndit mndt mndit  moul 
mndit mndt    mndt 
     mntit 
     mndt 
     mndt 
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ROAD 

Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
aiapl yeiyapl aiapl aiapl yeiyapl aiyp 
aiapl yayapl aiyape aiapl  aiapl 
aiapl ymbya aipl aiyap  aiapl 
aiapl yaiyap    yayapl 
     aiyap 
     yayapl 
     yayapl 
 

ASHES 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
yt kw yit k yt kwo yt kwo yit k yito kop 
yt kwo yit ko yt kwp yt kwo  yit kop 
yt ko yit kop yt kwo yto kop  yit ko 
yt kop yita kop    yit k 
     yit kop 
     yit kw 
     yit kwo 
 

HE FALLS 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
awi kl aiyi kl oyi kl eiyi kl aiyi kil kamiyi 
kl awi kl aiyi kn naei kil eiyi  kl aiyi 
awi kn kaiyi oyi kl ei  kl aiyi 
kl awi kn kaiyi    awi 
     k auwi 
     kl awi 
     kl awi 
 

ONE 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
lkk lkk lkk lkk lkek kk 
lkk lkk lkk lkk  lkk 
lkk lkk lkk lkk  lkk 
lkk lkk    lkk 
     lkk 
     lkk 
     lkk 
 

TWO 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
wi wi wi wi wuy wiy 
wi wuy wiy wi  wiy 
wi wiy wi wiy  wiy 
wi wiya    wi 
     wuiy 
     wi 
     wuy 
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BACK 

Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
opmoump pmomp opmom opmom pmomp momb 
opmoum pmomp opmom opmoum  pmomp 
opmoump  momburop opmoum opmom  pmomp 
opmom momb    upmomp 
     mom 
     pmomp 
     pmomp 
 

BONE 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
imn lp min imin lp ikp 
imn lp ymyn  imn  lp 
lp lip mn nyimn   lp 
imn kp    lp 
     kp 
     lp 
     lp 
 

OLD 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
aak al aal aa al a 
aral ak taai aak  al 
aak an aal aa  ak 
aal ak    ak 
     al 
     al 
     al 
 

NEW 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
otomboi numpoil tombeil tmbwei tumboil umbwoi 
otomboil umbwei ymbwi tmboi

  timbweil 
otomboi umbwai ombeil tnymbwai  tumbweiel 
tomboi ymbwi    umbwei 

     ymbwai 
     umboil 
     imboi 
 

NIGHT 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
wunomp nomp unom wunom nomp unomp 
wunom nomp unomum wunom  wunomp 
wunomp nombm unom una/m  nomp 
wunom nompm    nomp  
     wunmpm 
     nomp 
     nomp 
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MORNING 

Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
in in in in nombin in 
yn nombryn ainum rin  ri.n 
in inim yn in  in 
in nompin    in 
     inm 
     rien 
     in 
 

SHORT 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
wak wak wal mutl wak wo 
mutl/ wal wak wa mut/ mutl  wak 
wak wak mutl mut  wak 
mutl wak    wa 
     wa 
     wak 
     wak 
 

MOUNTAIN 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
malk malk mal mal malk mak 
mal malk ma  mal  malk 
malk malk mal mal  malk 
mal mak    mal 
     ma 
     malk 
     malk 
 

TONGUE 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
elytno pmulitn mypmulytn lytno pmulitn mimult 
lytno pmwulitn  mip alito ltno  mypmulitn 
myp ltno nyipmult mypmultn altnau  mypmulitn 
myp ltno yp ult    pmulitn 
     myp muk 
     mypmulitn 
     pmulitn 

 
TEETH 

Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
naiyuu naiu aiuu aiu nauu iau 
naiyuu naiuu iau aiu  naiuu 
naiyuu nyaiiu aiyuu nainiu  auu 
naiyuu yaiyuu    aiyiu 
     naieu 
     naiuu 
     naiuu 
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HAND/ ARM 

Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
ndo da da andou da ndo 
ondo da hando/hando andou  ndo 
ondo ta da anto  da/ do 
ando da    da 
     t 
     da 
     da 
 

STAR 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi     Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
kwaimandum wai tsusamak waimandum kwaiyasum kwaimandum  
kwaimantum kwaimwandump waimadum kwaimandum  kwaimandump 
kwaimandum wai mantum kwai wai  kwaimandum 
kwaimandump kwai    kwai 
     kwaimantum 
     kwai 
     kwai 
 

MOON 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
win win ipyn ipi.n wuyn win 
win wuyn ipyn yipyn  wuyn 
win uiwn iin ipin  wuyn 
wuyn win    wuyn 
     wuiyn 
     win 
     wuyn 
 

CLOUD 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
bwo po keipm bo bo bor wi.n bowin 
bo bo bo bo  bor 
bwo bo bo bo  bwor 
bo bokp    bo 
     bw 
     bo 
     bo 
 

RAIN 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
t wut t t t ny 
eit wut eit eit  t 
t wutn t eit  t 
t wt    it 
     ty 
     t 
     t 
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TREE 

Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
l l lo lou l l 
l l lou lo.u  lo 
l l lou lou  l 
lo l    lo 
      
     l 
     l 
 

ROOT 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
l aam l amp lo aam lou aam l amp l amp 
l aam lo amp londumbo lou aam  lo nulu 
l aam lon nyamp lo aam lon aam  l amp 
lo aam lon niam    lo am 
     l nyam 
     l amp 
     l amp 
 

WE 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
an ant an an ant andeusuk 

an ant ekusuk an/ andarko  an 
an ant anarko aneiksuk  ant 
ant/ andarko andako    an 
     andako 
     an 
     an 
 

CHICKEN 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
aipmunu aipmutnu aipmunu aipmunu aipmutnu aipmutnu 
aipmutnu aipmutnu aipmunu aipmunu  aipmunu 
aipmutnu aipmutnu aipmunu aipmutnu  aipmutnu 
aipmutnu aipmitnu    aipmutnu 
     aipmutnu 
     aipmunu 
     aipmutnu 
 

RED 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
ukpml nikopml baal baal nkpml aipnopml 
ukpml kopml baal baal  nkopml 
ukpml nimopml baal baal  ikopml 
baal nuopml    ukpml 
     ykpm 
     kpml 
     kpml 
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GOOD 

Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
akospm akospm aktsypm akoypm akosypm aosp 
akwospm akospm aosp akosypm  akospm 
akospm akosp tpm aospm  akospm 
akospm aospm    akospm 
     akosp 
     akospm 

     akospm 
 

FATHER 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
waik yaiyai waik waik yaiyai waik/ waik 
waik yaiyai waik waik  waik 
waik yaiyai waik auwe  waik/ yaiyai 
waik yaiyai    yaiyai 
     waiyk 

     waik 
     yaiyai 
 

MOTHER 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
mandyk mamam mandi.k mandyk mamam mandik 
mandyk mamam mandik mandyk  mandyk 
mandyk mamam mandyk mandik  mandyk 
mandyk mamam    mamam 
     mantik 

     mandyk 
     mandyk 
 

BIG BROTHER 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
spml/ s s eit eis tatat ssk 
s tatat s eis  s 
s tatat eit eis  s 
es/ tatai sapmnl    sskn 

     s 
     s 
     s/ sskn 
 

NAME 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
o a o ou a naim nyo 
 a nyo/ niyo ou  o 
o nia ou nyo/ o  a 
o nya    a 
     y 
     a 
     a 
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FULL 

Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
nomnd namnd natkm nond nanti/  

namnti 
aplumom 

nomnd nand wlowum nond  luko.ump/ 
nomnd 

nont luom natk olo  nand 
nomnd luoim    namnd 
     wykum 
     namnd 
     nont 
 

SNAKE 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
saklok sakolok tsakl saklou saklok saulok 
saklok saklok niuku saklou  saklok 
saklok saklok mak saklou  saklok 
saklo saklok    saklok 
     saklok 
     sakook 
     saklok 
 

BANANA 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
oup wop op op wp wop 
op wp op oup  wop 
op wop op op  wp 
opm wop/ wop    wp 
     wp 
     wp 
     wp 
 

TINY HOLE 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
pykp pkp pykp bykp pkp / 
pykp pkp / pkp  pkp 
pykp / pykp /  fikp 
pykp /    pkp 
     / 
     pkp 
     pkp 
 

LIZARD 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
tlp bol mbl bl bol / 
tlp bol / bl  tlp 
tlp / bol /  mbol 
tlp /    / 
     ibtlp 
     tlp 
     tlp 
 

BRANCH 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
l dakak ldkak lo dala lou dala lo dkak / 
l daka lo dkak / lo ndala  l ndkak 
l dakak / londala /  l ndkak 
lo ndakak /    lo dkak 
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     / 
     l dkak 
     l dkak 
 

HE PLAYS 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
kl apul briku kl aul  

purku 
kl owul  
briku 

kl apul  
brikup 

kl apul  
burku 

/ 

kl apul  
briku 

purku / kl apul  
purkup 

 kl apul  
purkup 

apul briku / kl a.ul  
bruku 

/  apul burku 

kl apul  
brikup 

/    kl apul  
purkup 

     / 
     apul purku 
     kl apul  

puku 
 

HE SEES 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
kl as kl as kl at kl as kl as / 
kl as kl as / kl as  kil asr 
kl as / kl at /  kl asr 
kl as /    kl as 
     / 
     kl as 
     kl as 
 

HE COMES 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
klp kl eiwp kl klp kl klp kl po.upb / 
kl klp pp / kl klp  kl klp 
klp / kl klp /  kl klp 
kl klp /    klp 
     / 
     klp 
     kl klp 
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YOUNG WOMAN 

Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
makn oyo makn ny makn  

oyl 
mwakn oyo makn nnd / 

mwakn oyo makn y / mwakn oyo  maknl 
mwakn oyo / mwakn yo /  makn ny 
mwakn yo /  

 
  makn y 

     / 
     makn niy 
     makn iy 
 

SOMETHING 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
sns sopmurt ninsi sns sypmut / 
sns bwambwa / sns  ss 
sns / nnd /  nnsi 
sns /    nnsi 
     / 
     nnsi 
     sns 
 

LITTLE BROTHER 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
okwan kwan kwan ukwan kwan / 
ukwan kwan / kwan  ukwan 
kwan / kwan /  kwan 
ukwan /    ukwan 
     / 
     kwan 
     kwan 
 

FROG 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
taikum wusilmp taikum taikum taikopmbwak / 
taikum wuslmp / taikump  taikump 
taikump / taikum /  taikump 
taikum /    taikump 
     / 
     taikum 
     taikump 
 

SUGARCANE 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
wtn ump wtn wtn ump / 
wtn ump / wetn  wtn 
wtn / wtn /  ump 
wtn /    ump 
     / 
     ump 
     ump 
 

BUSHKNIFE 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
sakal skal tsakal sakal sakal / 
sakal skal / sakal  sikal 
sakal / tsakal /  sakal 
sakal /    skal 
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     / 
     skal 
     skal 
 

CHOPPING KNIFE 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
lmbip yip lmbip lmbip lmbip / 
lmbip lmbip / lmbip  yipm 
lmbip / lmip /  lmbip 
lmbip /    yipmwulyk 
     / 
     yip 
     yip 
 

VINE 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
m mwa mwa mou mwa  
mo mwa  mou  mwa 
mo  mwa   mwa 
mo     mwa 
      
     mwa 
     mwa 
 

SEED 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
lo wukop loukop lo wukop lo wukop lukp / 
l wukop loukop / lo wukop  loukop 
lo wukop / lo wukop /  loukop 
lo wukop /    loukop 
     / 
     loukop 
     loukop 
 

GREEN 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
tnambl tnaml tnnaml tnnambl tnnaml / 
tnambl dnaml / tnambl  tnambl 
tnaml/ 
wwl 

/ tnaml /  tnaml 

tnambl /    tnambl 
     / 
     tnambl 
     tnaml 
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TOMORROW 

Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
aai aai kwaa al aai / 
aai aai / al  aai 
aai / kaa /  aai 
aail /    aai 
     / 
     aai 
     aai 
 

BAD 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
kwt kut kwt kot kut / 
kwt kut / kot  kut 
kt / kot /  kut 
kot /    kut 
     / 
     kut 
     kut 
 

HEAVY 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
wap wapml wapml bt wap / 
wap wapml / wap/ 

bt 
 wap 

wap / wap /  wap 
wapml /    wap 
     / 
     wap 
     wap 
 

THIS 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
ki/ keiy i/ keill keill ki/ kpll/ 

keiy 
lipy/ ly / 

kill pi / kill  kei 

ki / keill /  keill 
ki /    kip 
     / 
     ky 
     kky 
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THAT 

Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
ko o/ okorll koll kupoll olupo / 
kw opo / kupll  kwo/ ku 
k / korll /  kworll 
kw /    kopo 
     / 
     koo 
     kp 
 

WHEN 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
aikl atik aikl aikl atik / 
aikl atik / aikl  aikl 
aikl / anaip /  aikl 
aikl /    atik 
     / 
     aikl 
     atikl 
 

HE ASKS 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1    Mwi 2    Wampurun    Middle 
kl aiyimbap kl naiyim ap kl oyimap kl eiyimbap kl naiwulpm a

p 
/ 

kl aiyimbap kl naiyimap / kl eiyimbap  kl aiyimbap 
kl aiyimbap / oyimap /  kl aiyimbap 
kl aiyimbap /    kl aiyimbap 
     / 
     kl aiyimbap 
     kl aiyimbap 
 

THIEVERY 
Wampukuamp   Yanimoi   Mwi 1      Mwi 2  Wampurum         Middle 
wot moul wuktl kl moul  

wot.l 
m wot
.l 

moul wuktl / 

omoul  
wtl 

mwukt / omoul  
wot 

 kl apul wukt 

omoul  
wot.l 

/ moulwota /  kl apul wukt 

omoul  
wat.l 

/    moul wutei 

     / 
     kl moul  

wutl 
     moul wurkit 
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The following words are examples of those which are the same in all the dialects: 
 
eye ambp 
bird aip 
dog umbwa 
pig wuok 
who mni 
he laughs kl naei 

cassowary bi.n 
long mbeik 
wind wlp 
earthy ground ktap / tap 
ear tau 
sun awun 
small akol 
I ap 
you yik 
he kl 
black pml 
sister aiko 
 
 




